Energy Manager
London / UK

£-Attractive

We are working with a leading FM provider who now the opportunity for a passionate
sustainability professionals to work with high-profile clients developing and delivering ambitious
environmental targets. This exciting opportunity will be responsible for delivering year on year
energy & carbon saving reductions to meet our client’s ambitious sustainability goals and
objectives. Some of your role with include but not be limited too; ensure the effective
management of energy resources to meet the business and client’s objectives and targets;
identify, develop and implement new energy related opportunities; Carry out all energy related
tasks to ensure service provision and compliance; To motivate and train colleagues and customer
organisations in good energy management practices; Maintain a thorough understanding of the
energy requirements (legal, statutory and technical issues) which are applicable to and/or affect
the Clients business; Promote energy efficiency and provide advice and support for the
development of energy efficient practices; Develop and implement energy saving conservation
measures (ECM’s) with associated Return on Investment (ROI); Develop and implement strategic
briefs for design guides /standards to meet the customer objectives and brief customer
departments accordingly; Provide full feasibility studies of costed initiatives / projects to reduce
energy usage and/or supply (i.e. embedded generation/ CHP);Project management and
implementation of initiatives. In order to be considered you will have a recognised degree or
equivalent in engineering (e.g. mechanical or electrical); Minimum 10 years’ experience in energy
management; Certified / chartered energy manager; Extensive knowledge of the principle
techniques and technologies which support the efficient use of energy; Accreditation to a relevant
industry body (e.g. CIBSE, ASHRAE); Working knowledge of energy M&T software; Deep
understanding of the principles behind HVAC, refrigeration and Lighting operation and system
design / integration; knowledge of BMS and control theory to drive energy savings.

For full details, please email a copy of your CV to rebecca@candovergreen.com quoting
job ref: RB2464
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